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Interplay between Local GABAergic Interneurons and Relay
Neurons Generates � Oscillations in the Rat Olfactory Bulb

Samuel Lagier,* Alan Carleton,* and Pierre-Marie Lledo
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Paris, France

Olfactory stimuli have been known for a long time to elicit oscillations in olfactory brain areas. In the olfactory bulb (OB), odors trigger
synchronous oscillatory activity that is believed to arise from the coherent and rhythmic discharges of large numbers of neurons. These
oscillations are known to take part in encoding of sensory information before their transfer to higher subcortical and cortical areas. To
characterize the cellular mechanisms underlying � (30 – 80 Hz) local field potential (LFP) oscillations, we simultaneously recorded
multiunit discharges, intracellular responses, and LFP in rat OB slices. We showed that a single and brief electrical stimulation of olfactory
nerve elicited LFP oscillations in the mitral cell body layer lasting �1 sec. Both action potentials and subthreshold oscillations of
mitral/tufted cells, the bulbar output neurons, were precisely synchronized with LFP oscillations. This synchronization arises from the
interaction between output neurons and granule cells, the main population of local circuit inhibitory interneurons, through dendroden-
dritic synapses. Interestingly enough, the synchronization exerted by reciprocal synaptic interactions did not require action potentials
initiated in granule cell somata. Finally, local application of a GABAA receptor antagonist at the mitral cell and external plexiform layers
confirmed the exclusive role of the granule cell reciprocal synapses in generating the evoked oscillations. We concluded that interneurons
located in the granule cell layer generate synaptic activity capable of synchronizing activity of output neurons by interacting with both
their subthreshold and spiking activity.
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Introduction
Oscillatory synchronization has been found in several systems, in
which it plays important roles in information processing, mem-
ory formation, and sensory perception (Varela et al., 2001). In the
olfactory system, the inhalation of odor molecules was reported
to trigger prominent � (30 – 80 Hz) oscillations, already in the
first central relay, the olfactory bulb (OB) of mammals (Adrian,
1942; Bressler and Freeman, 1980; Freeman and Schneider, 1982;
Bressler, 1984; Eeckman and Freeman, 1990; Chabaud et al.,
2000) and its insect analog (Laurent and Naraghi, 1994). These
evoked fast oscillations are thought to encode several features of a
stimulus such as quality (Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994; Wehr
and Laurent, 1996) and fine discrimination (Stopfer et al., 1997).

In addition to evidence supporting the use of time as a coding
dimension, further investigations have also revealed the impor-

tance of spatial patterns of activity (for review, see Kauer and
White, 2001; Korsching, 2002; Leon and Johnson, 2003). Two
combinatorial encoders thus seem to take part simultaneously in
odor information processing (Laurent, 2002). The first one con-
sists of the odorant receptor repertoire expressed by the sensory
neuron ensemble, which transduces receptor activation patterns
into functional maps. These spatial maps depend, at least par-
tially, on the activity of inhibitory periglomerular interneurons.
The secondary encoder lies in the deeper bulbar interneuron net-
work that extracts higher-order features from the functional
maps to convert topographical patterns as temporal relationships
across the firing output neuron ensemble. It is thus clear that
spatial and temporal patterns are tightly controlled by distinct
populations of local interneurons, but their respective role yet
remains to be characterized.

In the mammalian OB, the precise nature of networks gener-
ating � oscillations of local field potential (LFP) is highly debated.
Previous theoretical investigations have suggested that granule
cells, the largest population of bulbar interneurons, constitute the
main generators of extracellular current flows (Rall and Shep-
herd, 1968; Freeman, 1975), but in vivo data supporting this as-
sumption came out only recently (Neville and Haberly, 2003).
The relative contribution of granule cells and bulbar output neu-
rons (i.e., mitral/tufted cells) implicated in fast oscillations still
remains speculative, although a phase relationship between mi-
tral/tufted cell spiking activity and LFP oscillations has been
found (Kashiwadani et al., 1999; Buonviso et al., 2003).
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In addition, although clearly � oscillations originate from in-
trinsic bulbar circuitry because they are abolished in the piriform
cortex by OB removal (Becker and Freeman, 1968) and preserved
when conduction through the olfactory peduncle is blocked
(Gray and Skinner, 1988; Neville and Haberly, 2003), the cellular
mechanisms responsible for their maintenance are still unknown.
Previous analysis of LFP oscillations suggested distinct mecha-
nisms including: (1) a fast synaptic inhibitory feedback loop be-
tween mitral/tufted cells and granule cells (Mori and Takagi,
1977; Gray and Skinner, 1988; Eeckman and Freeman, 1990;
Nusser et al., 2001; Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003); (2) intrin-
sic membrane properties of mitral/tufted cells (Desmaisons et al.,
1999); (3) odorant-induced sensory neuron oscillations (Ni-
konov et al., 2002); and (4) electrical couplings between interneu-
rons (Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003). A fuller understanding
of the mechanisms generating LFP oscillations, as well as the
temporal relationship between unit recordings and population
dynamics, is thus required.

Here, we investigate the mechanisms of field oscillations in rat
OB slices. With simultaneous LFP, multiunit, and intracellular
recordings, we demonstrated that mitral/tufted cells were the
only neuronal population whose spike discharges and subthresh-
old oscillations were phased with extracellular oscillations. Re-
markably, we found that LFP oscillations required the inhibitory
action provided by granule cells through local processing, not
requiring action potentials generated in their somata.

Materials and Methods
Slice preparation. Experiments were performed in OB slices obtained
from 3- to 5-week-old Wistar rats provided by Janvier (Le Genest St. Isle,
France). Animals were anesthetized by isoflurane (Belamont, Neuilly-
sur-Seine, France) inhalation before decapitation. Most of the forebrain
was rapidly removed and immediately placed in a 4°C normal artificial
CSF (ACSF) solution. The ACSF contained (in mM): 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 2
CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO4, 25 NaHCO3, 1.2 NaH2PO4, and 10 D-glucose, pH 7.3
when bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Horizontal slices (300 �m) were
cut with a vibrating microslicer (DTK-1000; Dosaka), kept in normal oxy-
genated ACSF at 32°C for �60 min, and then stored at 20°C before the
experiment. For electrophysiological recordings, individual slices were
transferred to a submerged chamber where they were superfused with oxy-
genated ACSF and warmed at 35–37°C at a rate of 2–3 ml/min.

Electrophysiological recordings. LFPs and extracellular multiunit dis-
charges were recorded using glass micropipettes (Clark Electromedical
Reading, UK) pulled with a Flaming–Brown horizontal puller (P-87;
Sutter Instruments, San Rafael, CA) and filled with 2 M NaCl (DC resis-
tance, 1–5 M�). Extracellular recordings were amplified using an Iso-
DAM8 differential amplifier (World Precision Instruments, Hertford-
shire, UK) and then amplified and differentially filtered (10 –100 Hz for
LFP and 0.3–3 KHz for units). Intracellular recordings were performed
with borosilicate glass microelectrodes pulled with the P-87 microelec-
trode puller. Intracellular recordings in the current-clamp mode (elec-
trode resistances ranged from 100 to 140 M� or from 50 to 80 M� when
filled with 2 M potassium acetate or potassium chloride, respectively)
were controlled through an Axoclamp-2B amplifier (Axon Instruments,
Foster City, CA), and during experiments, the bridge balance was con-
tinuously monitored. Only mitral/tufted cells having stable membrane
potentials negative to �55 mV, input resistances of �80 M�, and action
potentials overshooting 0 mV were collected for analysis. At the end of
each experiment, measuring the DC offset of the electrode in the bathing
medium controlled changes in electrode tip potential, and the value of
the measured membrane potential was corrected accordingly. Changes
in electrode tip potential were usually �3 mV. Data were collected on-
line with a Digidata 1200 interface (Axon Instruments). To evoke synap-
tic responses, stimuli (100 �sec duration, 50 V, 15 sec intervals) were
delivered through fine bipolar tungsten electrodes located in the olfac-
tory nerve layer.

Solutions and drugs. Drug solutions were bath-applied using a gravity-
driven perfusion system except for focal applications done with a pres-
sure system and visually controlled with methylene blue present in the
application glass pipettes. To block IPSPs mediated by the activation of
ionotropic GABAA receptors, slices were bathed with a GABAA receptor
antagonist (20 �M SR95531 or bicuculline methiodide). For a local puff,
SR95531 was used at 50 �M. To block EPSPs, slices were bathed with a
nonspecific ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonist, kynurenic acid (5
mM), or in the presence of the NMDA receptor antagonist D,L-2-amino-
5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D,L-APV, 100 �M) applied with the non-
NMDA receptor antagonist 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-6-nitro-2,3-dioxobenzo
[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX, 20 �M). All drugs and salts were
purchased from Sigma (St. Quentin Fallavier, France).

Data analysis. Both on- and off-line analyses were performed with
Elphy (Gérard Sadoc, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) as-
sociated with homemade software. An offline supplementary filtering
(high-pass Bessel filter, �10 Hz for LFP and �300 Hz for units) was used.
Counting events crossing a threshold adapted to each recording, to dis-
criminate spikes from the noise, was used for spike detection. Averaging
of blocks of the trial aligned to the stimulation using bins of 2–20 msec
was performed to construct peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs). The
phase of each detected spike was calculated relative to the neighboring
peaks of the LFP according to the equation:

� � 360 �
tspike � tlastLFPpeak

tnextLFPpeak � tlastLFPpeak
,

where � is the spike phase; tspike is the date of spike detection; tlastLFPpeak

is the date of the preceding LFP peak, set as 0°; and tnextLFPpeak is the date
of the following LFP peak, set as 360°. LFP and PSTH analysis were
calculated using 200 and 1200 msec time windows, respectively. The
sliding autocorrelations were computed with 200 msec time windows
slid forward with 10 msec steps. A normalized fast Fourier transform
(FFT) power was used to evaluate the effect of drug applications on
induced � LFP oscillations. This index of oscillation ( I) was calculated
according to the equation:

I �

�
20

100

FFTpost d�

�
20

100

FFTpre d�

,

where FFTpost is calculated on sweeps after the stimulation, and FFTpre is
calculated on the same sweeps before the stimulation. The percent vari-
ations was then calculated by setting the average value of � oscillations in
the presence of glutamate receptor antagonists to 0% and before any
pharmacological application, to 100%. Because phasing any event to a
periodic function generates circular data, we used circular statistical tests
that were computed using Oriana 2 (Kovach Computing Services, Pen-
traeth, Wales). Many of the basic statistical parameters are based on the
concept of the mean vector. A group of observations (or individual vec-
tors) has a mean vector that can be calculated by combining each of the
individual vectors. The mean vector will have two properties: its direc-
tion (the mean angle) and its length. The length will range from 0 to 1; a
larger value indicates that the observations are clustered more closely
around the mean than a lower one. To ascertain the level of significance,
we used a combination of three different circular tests (Fisher, 1993).
This is necessary especially when the length of the vector is low and
because of the use of very high samples in our case. Rayleigh’s uniformity
test was used to calculate the probability of the null hypothesis that the
data are distributed in a uniform manner. Watson’s test is a goodness-
of-fit test against a uniform distribution. Finally, Kuiper’s test takes the
alternative approach of directly comparing the distribution of the data
with the uniform distribution. All sample sizes are expressed in numbers
of slices, and the level of significance was set to p � 0.05. Unless otherwise
indicated, data are expressed as mean � SEM.
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Results
Stimulation of the olfactory nerve
triggered long-lasting LFP oscillations
To study the collective behavior of bulbar
output neuron firing, extracellular field
potential recordings were performed at the
border between the mitral cell body layer
(MCL) and the external plexiform layer
(EPL). Orthodromic stimulation of the
sensory neuron axons, above and slightly
rostral to the recording site, was used to
evoke field responses (Fig. 1A). We found
that a single and brief (100 �sec) electrical
shock consistently induced fast LFP oscil-
lations (Fig. 1B; n � 134 slices). In con-
trast, mitral/tufted cell LFP exhibited no
obvious rhythmic activity in the absence of
stimulation (Fig. 1B–E). Oscillations were
induced by the network stimulation be-
cause bath application of blockers of the
ionotropic glutamate synaptic transmis-
sion (kynurenate, 5 mM, or a mixture of
NBQX, 10 �M, and D,L-APV, 100 �M)
completely abolished them (n � 40; also
see Fig. 5A). To analyze the frequency and
degree of these evoked oscillations, we
used both FFT (Fig. 1C) and autocorrela-
tion computations (Fig. 1D). The power
spectra of field potentials and the autocor-
relogram obtained before, during, and af-
ter olfactory nerve stimulation (Fig. 1B)
indicate a dominant frequency at �50 Hz
occurring only after stimulation (Fig.
1C,D). Overall, these evoked oscillations
correspond to the � range; the mean fre-
quency was 44.6 � 8.9 Hz, ranging from 21
to 77 Hz (Fig. 1F). To analyze the dynam-
ics of these oscillations, we further performed sliding autocorre-
lations, which represent the progressive changes of the correla-
tion function after stimulations. Figure 1E illustrates an example
in which field oscillations, triggered by brief olfactory nerve stim-
ulation, took several seconds to decay. These observations pro-
vided unambiguous evidence that the OB network is able to gen-
erate robust and long-lasting oscillations even when maintained
in vitro.

Field oscillations are generated in the MCL region
To determine the region where � oscillations were generated, we
performed simultaneous triple-LFP recordings in different OB
layers (Fig. 2A; n � 7). Three electrodes were respectively placed
in the glomerular layer (GL electrode), at the border between
MCL and EPL (MCL electrode), and in the granule cell layer
(GCL electrode). Olfactory nerve stimulation induced reliable �
oscillations at all recording sites (Fig. 2B1). This may indicate
either the presence of three different oscillatory generators or the
spread of the oscillatory activity from a single generator through-
out different layers. The latter hypothesis is more likely because
the three signals had highly similar dynamics, as shown by super-
imposing the different traces (Fig. 2B2). Both FFT (Fig. 2C) and
autocorrelograms (Fig. 2D) indicated similar oscillatory charac-
teristics. In particular, the average period calculated between the
peak at 0 and the first satellite peak is not significantly different
(20.3 � 1.4, 20.2 � 1.5, and 20 � 1.4 msec, for GL, MCL, and

GCL, respectively; p � 0.05 with the paired t test for all combi-
nations; n � 7; Fig. 2G). As a consequence, a similar period is
found in cross-correlograms between the different signals
(19.5 � 3.6 and 20.6 � 3.7 msec for the cross-correlation between
MCL–GL and MCL–GCL, respectively; p � 0.05 with the paired
t test for all combinations; Fig. 2E–G). In addition, MCL signals
constantly preceded both GL and GCL signals by a few millisec-
onds (for the cross-correlation between MCL–GL and MCL–
GCL, �3.3 � 1.8 and �2.1 � 2 msec, respectively), suggesting
that field oscillations were first generated in the MCL before
propagating to the overlying layers. Consistent with this, in all
our experiments, the signals recorded from the MCL electrode
had the greatest amplitude (10.2 � 1.6 and 5.4 � 1.2 �V for the
MCL and GCL, respectively; p � 0.001 with the paired t test; Fig.
2B1), whereas those measured in the GL were consistently the
smallest (1.9 � 0.4 �V; p � 0.005 when compared with GCL with
the paired t test). Similar results were obtained with FFT analysis
(Fig. 2F). Both the maximum amplitude and the integral values
of the FFT were systematically higher in the MCL than in the GCL
and the GL. Furthermore, we noted that the signals recorded near
the MCL were always similar to those in the GL but opposite to
the signals from the GCL (Fig. 2B2). This is indicated by the sign
of the cross-correlation peaks (3.4 � 0.9 and �8.4 � 2.9 �V 2 for
the MCL–GL and MCL–GCL cross-correlations, respectively;
p � 0.01 with paired t test; Fig. 2E). Thus, our data revealed that

Figure 1. Olfactory nerve stimulation triggers long-lasting LFP oscillations in the � frequency range. A, Experimental scheme.
ONL, Olfactory nerve layer; Stim., bipolar stimulating electrode located in the ONL, LFP, local field potential recording electrode
placed at the border between the MCL and the EPL. B1, Two individual traces illustrating LFP oscillations induced by olfactory nerve
stimulation. The star indicates the stimulus onset, and the color dashed boxes indicate the parts of the signal used for the analysis
in C and D. B2, Expanded time scale of the sweeps presented in B1. C, D, FFT ( C) and autocorrelation ( D) of the lower LFP signal in
B1 before (Before), just after (Stim.), and 3500 msec after (After) the stimulation onset. The mathematical functions were
calculated over 200 msec rectangular time windows shown in B (same color code). E, Sliding autocorrelation of the bottom LFP
trace in B revealing the long-lasting and highly periodic oscillation. The star indicates the stimulus onset. F, Distribution of the
averaged oscillation frequencies across slices.
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most of the extracellular current flows that participate in LFP
oscillations were generated in the EPL, next to the MCL.

Mitral/tufted cell spikes and subthreshold activities are
phased with field oscillations
To examine the neural substrates of these evoked LFP oscilla-
tions, multiunit discharges from the mitral/tufted cells and from
the two populations of bulbar interneurons were analyzed (for
the recording configuration, see Fig. 3A). As shown in the PSTH,
olfactory nerve stimulation evoked reliable firing patterns in both
relay and local neurons (Fig. 3B). Afferent stimulation triggered a
phasic increase in spike rate of both mitral/tufted cells and gran-
ule cells, followed by a long-lasting (up to 3 sec) excitation of
mitral/tufted cells (Fig. 3B; also see supplemental Fig. 1, available
at www.jneurosci.org). Most of putative periglomerular inter-
neurons exhibited slow oscillatory responses (Fig. 3C; a period of
206 � 44 msec; n � 11 of 18). This latter finding supports recent
observations revealing a slow rhythmic activity in the glomerular

layer (MacQuiston and Katz, 2001; Puo-
polo and Belluzzi, 2001; Schoppa and
Westbrook, 2001; Hayar et al., 2004). In
contrast, no rhythmic activity could be
seen in either averaged PSTHs and their
autocorrelograms (Fig. 3B,C) or in inter-
spike interval plots (data not shown) of
mitral/tufted and granule cells activity.
This strongly suggests that these cell types
were not synchronized by the olfactory
nerve stimulations per se.

Because the previous results were aver-
ages and could thus mask phenomena in
their own variability, we focused on indi-
vidual sweeps. As shown on single MCL
multiunit raster plots, spikes from mitral/
tufted cells were not homogeneously dis-
tributed over time (Fig. 3D, MCL units).
Groups of spikes could be clearly seen,
with an occurrence linked to LFP oscilla-
tions (Fig. 3D, gray boxes). No similar pat-
tern was found in glomerular and granule
cell layer units (Fig. 3D, GL, GCL units).

We therefore further examined the
temporal relationship between the multi-
unit spikes of the different neuronal pop-
ulations and the phase of LFP oscillations
(Fig. 3E). We found that mitral/tufted cells
reliably discharged in phase with the LFP
oscillations (n � 12 of 12; p � 10�10 with
Rayleigh’s test). The highest probability of
action potential occurrence in mitral/
tufted cells was very reliable across experi-
ments and corresponded to the descend-
ing phase of the oscillation (average
direction, 118 � 3°; range, 104 –136°; Fig.
3E, middle plot). In contrast, interneuron
spikes were only rarely phased to the LFP
(n � 3 of 5 and 3 of 10 for periglomerular
neuron and granule cell units, respectively;
p � 0.05 with Rayleigh’s test), and the
phasing was very week (i.e., low vector
length and high probability). The pre-
ferred occurrences were on average 144 �
19° (range, 114 –180°) and 111 � 4°

(range, 105–119°) for periglomerular neuron and granule cell
units, respectively (Fig. 3E, left, right plots). Of note is the fact
that these results did not vary with the position of the recording
sites in the layers (data not shown). This analysis thus reveals
mitral/tufted cell rhythmicity because the reference (i.e., LFP os-
cillations) has the same variability, which is not the case for aver-
age PSTHs or even interspike interval plots.

To further investigate the link between mitral/tufted cell ac-
tivity and LFP oscillations, simultaneous field and intracellular
recordings were performed (Fig. 4A). As found in extracellular
recordings, mitral/tufted cell spikes recorded intracellularly were
phased with LFP oscillations (Fig. 4B,D1,E; n � 5 of 5). The
average direction was 118 � 6° (range, 103–140°; p � 10�10 with
Rayleigh’s test). Riding on the long depolarization response in-
duced by the olfactory nerve stimulation, subthreshold oscilla-
tions of mitral/tufted cell membrane potentials were also phased
with LFP (Fig. 4B). Peaks of membrane oscillations occurred at
200 � 5° (n � 5 cells, 2367 events; p � 10�10 with Rayleigh’s test)

Figure 2. Simultaneous recordings in the different layers of the OB reveal the origin of LFP oscillations. A, Recording protocol.
Three electrodes were placed simultaneously in the GL (top electrode), the GCL (bottom electrode), and at the border between the
MCL and the EPL (middle electrode). Stim., Stimulus. B1, The olfactory nerve stimulation induced LFP oscillations in the three
layers. The star indicates the stimulus onset. B2, Scaling (for the GL, GCL traces) and inversion (only for the GCL trace) of the traces
in B1. C, D, FFT ( C) and autocorrelograms ( D) of the traces shown in B. E, Cross-correlations of the GL and MCL (left plot) and the GCL
and MCL (right plot) signals. Note that the maximum peaks occur just before 0 msec (dashed line) and are, respectively, positive
and negative for the GL–MCL and GCL–MCL cross-correlations. F, Quantification of FFT maximal amplitude (Amp. max.) and
integral (20 –100 Hz) for the three different recording locations (n � 7 slices). Note that the biggest signals were recorded at the
border of the MCL. G, Mean periods found in the different recording locations calculated from the autocorrelograms (Auto.) and
cross-correlograms (Cross.; n � 7 slices).
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of LFP oscillations (Fig. 4F). We have pre-
viously reported that such oscillations rep-
resent the summation of intrinsic mem-
brane oscillations and IPSP (Desmaisons
et al., 1999). When intrinsic subthreshold
oscillations were isolated, they were clearly
phased with the trough of the LFP (Fig.
4D2).

When cells were kept at their resting
membrane potential, both spikes and
membrane subthreshold oscillations were
elicited by the stimulation (Fig. 4C). After
a slight hyperpolarization, spikes were not
further observed, whereas putative IPSPs
and intrinsic membrane oscillations could
still be monitored (Fig. 4C, legend). Be-
cause the latter are voltage-sensitive (Des-
maisons et al., 1999), mitral/tufted cells
were further hyperpolarized to isolate
IPSPs. To demonstrate that the isolated
hyperpolarizing potentials, such as those
displayed in Figure 4, C2 (right plot) and
D3, reflect truly GABAergic events, we per-
formed intracellular recordings aimed at
changing the chloride equilibrium poten-
tial. When mitral/tufted cells were hyper-
polarized with a high-chloride intracellu-
lar solution (2 M KCl), all membrane
potential responses turned to depolarizing
(n � 5; supplemental Fig. 2). We thus con-
cluded that membrane potential deflec-
tions seen in hyperpolarized cells were
mediated by the GABAA receptor-gated,
chloride dependent ionic conductance.
We analyzed the relationship between
IPSPs, recorded in hyperpolarized cells in
K-acetate (2 M), and LFP (Fig. 4C) and
found the highest probability of occur-
rence at 359 � 9° of the oscillation (n � 5
cells, 1520 events; p � 10�8 with Ray-
leigh’s test). This corresponded to the peak
of the oscillation (Fig. 4D3,G).

LFP oscillations require a synchroniza-
tion of the suprathreshold and subthreshold activities of groups
of neurons to emerge (Gray, 1994). In the OB, mitral/tufted cell
activities were tightly phased with LFP oscillations, as well as with
inhibitory inputs received by mitral/tufted cells. Even if it was
hard to determine experimentally the relative contribution of
these electrical events to the extracellular recorded signals, we
assumed that this tight relationship contained information about
the mechanisms of neuronal synchronization. For this reason, we
investigated pharmacologically the origin of the rhythmic inhibi-
tion received by mitral/tufted cells.

GABAA receptor antagonists impaired LFP oscillations
It has been previously reported that reducing GABAergic synap-
tic transmission in transgenic mice changed � frequency oscilla-
tions in the mouse OB (Nusser et al., 2001), and that the synchro-
nization of output neuron responses, evoked by odorant
presentations, was altered by local applications of a GABAA re-
ceptor antagonist into the bulbar homologous structure in in-
sects (MacLeod and Laurent, 1996). Here we investigated
whether induced LFP oscillations were similarly sensitive to a

pharmacological manipulation of the fast GABAergic synaptic
transmission. Bath applications of 20 �M SR95531, a specific
GABAA receptor antagonist (n � 5; Fig. 5A), bicuculline methio-
dide (n � 12; data not shown), or picrotoxin (n � 3; data not
shown) were all found to abolish LFP oscillations. Figure 5B
shows that LFP oscillations seen in control conditions were dra-
matically reduced during SR95531 treatment. This effect was
consistent in all tested slices (12.8 � 6.9% of control; n � 5; p �
0.005) and was fully reversible after the drug washout (Fig. 5B).
The effect of all antagonists could be either attributed to a direct
involvement of GABAergic synaptic events in inducing oscilla-
tions or to an indirect mechanism resulting from a depolarization
of the whole network, thus inactivating voltage-gated Na� chan-
nels. This is, however, not the case because we were still able to
record mitral/tufted cell units during the antagonist application
(Fig. 5A, PSTH, C, summary graph). The firing rate of individual
mitral/tufted cells was increased fourfold in the presence of
SR95531 but never exceeded 90 Hz (n � 4 mitral cells intracellu-
larly recorded; data not shown). Nevertheless, our data do not
exclude indirect effects of SR95531 application on intrinsic prop-

Figure 3. LFP oscillations reflect mitral/tufted cells synchronization. A, Experimental scheme. Extracellular signals are filtered
(0.3–3 KHz) for spike detection. Stim., Stimulus. B, Normalized PSTH of extracellular unit recordings from 20 consecutive stimu-
lations in two different slices (1, 2). Populations of glomerular layer interneurons (GL units), mitral/tufted cells (MCL units), and
granule cells (GCL units) were recorded simultaneously. Note the presence of multiple peaks in glomerular layer unit recordings.
The star indicates the stimulus onset. C, Normalized autocorrelograms of the PSTH recorded in slice 1 shown in B. Note the presence
of satellite peaks in the GL unit autocorrelogram. D, Raster plot of glomerular layer, granule cell layer, and mitral cell layer units
with their simultaneous LFP recorded near the MCL. Note the presence of groups of spikes in the MCL units raster and their
coincidence with LFP descending phases (gray boxes). The star indicates the stimulus onset. E, Mean distribution of action
potentials relative to the phase of LFP oscillations recorded near the MCL (solid line) for the glomerular layer interneurons (left
plot; average length, 0.04 � 0.01; range, 0.03– 0.06), for the mitral/tufted cells (middle plot; average length, 0.2 � 0.01; range,
0.12– 0.25), and for granule cells (right plot; average length, 0.1 � 0.03; range, 0.06 – 0.15). The gray box in the middle plot
represents the period of highest occurrence probability of mitral/tufted cells firing, as shown in D. The dashed line represents a
theoretical uniform distribution for comparison.
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erties of mitral/tufted cells (e.g., inactivation of slow potassium
channels or depletion of glutamate-containing vesicles).

Finally, to demonstrate that LFP oscillations resulted from
primary afferent inputs and not directly from electrical stimula-
tion alone, 100 �M APV and 10 �M NBQX were bath-applied. As
shown in Figure 5B, these antagonists abolished the LFP oscilla-
tions. Neither the amplitude nor the integral of the FFTs com-
puted after the stimulation was different from that calculated
before the stimulation in the presence of APV and NBQX ( p �
0.38 and 0.44, respectively, with the paired t test; n � 8).

To characterize the type of inhibitory interneuron responsible
for generating LFP oscillations, we performed focal application of
SR95531 to block GABAergic synapses selectively made either by
granule cells or periglomerular neurons onto mitral/tufted cells.
As shown in Figure 6A, a decrease of field oscillations was seen
during focal application of SR95531 at the border of the MCL (a
mean reduction of 46.6 � 6.5% of the power spectra in the �
range; p � 0.005; n � 7). This effect is specific because similar
puff applications of ACSF did not affect the LFP oscillations (n �

4; 96.5 � 4.5% of the control; paired t test,
p � 0.57; data not shown). Then, when the
puff pipette was moved to the GL, the same
focal application did not alter the LFP sig-
nal (mean reduction of 10.1 � 10.4%; p �
0.05; n � 7; Fig. 6B,C). In both cases, the
drug efficacy was revealed by the increase
of firing discharges ( p � 0.005; n � 7 in
both cases; Fig. 6D). Finally, when the puff
pipette was located back to the border of
the MCL during the same recordings, once
again LFP oscillations were dramatically
reduced (mean reduction of 40.2 � 8.9%;
p � 0.005; n � 4). As shown in Figure 6C,
the washout of SR95531 after local appli-
cation was accompanied by a rebound ef-
fect (five of seven slices). On average, the
oscillation index was potentiated after a
washout of 10 min, but this enhancement
did not reach statistical significance
(149.4 � 22.5% of control; p � 0.08; n �
7). This effect was accompanied by a slight
reduction in mitral/tufted cell firing rates,
not reaching statistical significance (7.9 �
1.8 spikes/100 msec vs 10.8 � 0.9 spikes/
100 msec in control; p � 0.5; n � 7; Fig.
6D). To investigate whether such a poten-
tiation resulted from disinhibition of
granule cells, SR95531 was further locally
applied in the GCL. No effect was found
either on LFP oscillations (102.7 � 6.6%;
p � 0.05; n � 5) or on mitral/tufted cells
discharge (116 � 13%; p � 0.05; n � 5).
Thus, the origin of this rebound is still un-
known.

The reciprocal synapse as a key element
to generate � band LFP oscillations
As indicated above, two arguments sup-
port the crucial role of dendrodendritic in-
hibition to generate LFP oscillations. First,
their blockade dramatically reduced the
oscillations, and, second, mitral/tufted
cells received IPSPs phased with LFP oscil-

lations. However, recordings of granule cell discharges revealed
that their firing was not consistently phased with LFP oscillations
(Fig. 3D). Nevertheless, it has been shown that the inhibition
provided by granule cells is partly independent of spiking activity
(Jahr and Nicoll, 1982; Chen and Shepherd, 1997; Isaacson and
Strowbridge, 1998; Schoppa et al., 1998; Castillo et al., 1999; Hal-
abisky et al., 2000). Thus, this could explain the apparent contra-
diction between the requirement of IPSPs for generating LFP
oscillations and the absence of a temporal relationship between
granule cell firing and LFP oscillations. To assess this, we per-
formed dual LFP recordings in the MCL and the GCL (Fig. 7A)
while using a third manipulator holding a small blade. During the
course of the experiment the blade was progressively lowered
with a motorized micromanipulator to disrupt the MCL from the
GCL (for the recording configuration, see Fig. 7A) and thus to
isolate granule cell dendrites from their soma. The blade was
lowered as close to the MCL as possible to minimize the partici-
pation of granule cells located close to the MCL. In this case, the
intact proportion of GCL was never exceeding 20% of the total

Figure 4. Mitral/tufted cell suprathreshold and subthreshold activities are precisely linked with LFP oscillations. A, Experimen-
tal scheme. Stim., Stimulus. B, Simultaneous LFP and a mitral cell intracellular recording (Vm) revealing the phasing of IPSPs (open
arrows), putative intrinsic oscillations (black arrow), and action potentials (truncated) with LFP oscillations. C1, Simultaneous LFP
and mitral cell intracellular recordings with progressive hyperpolarization of the same recorded cell in B. In B and C1, the star
indicates the stimulus onset. C2, Enlargements of traces shown in C1 (black dashed boxes). Note that a slight hyperpolarization
prevents the emission of spikes (middle plot) and reveals the phasing of putative intrinsic subthreshold oscillations with LFP (black
arrows). A further hyperpolarization suppresses intrinsic membrane oscillations (right plot) and reveals the phasing of IPSPs (open
arrows). D1, Alignment and superimposition of simultaneous intracellular (top black lines) and LFP (bottom black lines) recordings
and their respective averages (red lines) revealing that spikes principally occur during the descending phase of LFP oscillation. D2,
Same procedure as in D1 revealing that peaks of membrane oscillations principally occur during troughs of the LFP oscillations. D3,
Same procedure as in D1 but with hyperpolarized cells revealing that IPSPs principally occur during peaks of LFP oscillations. E–G,
Mean distribution of intracellular spikes ( E), membrane subthreshold oscillation (Subth. oscill.) peaks ( F), and IPSPs ( G) relative
to the phase of the LFP oscillation (blue line). The theoretical uniform distribution is represented by the dashed red line for
comparison.
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size of the layer. The length of the cut (�1500 �m) was longer
than the length of mitral/tufted cell secondary dendrites and the
width of granule cell arborization. As described above, olfactory
nerve stimulation induced robust LFP oscillations in both layers
(Fig. 7B, left plot, Ctrl). However, cutting below the MCL abol-
ished only the oscillations in the GCL (Fig. 7B, right plot, Cut),
whereas the spiking activity of mitral/tufted cells remained unal-
tered (Fig. 7C). This is also apparent on the FFT analysis displays
in Figure 7D, where both FFT integral and amplitude, computed
before and after cutting, showed that oscillations measured in the
GCL were dramatically reduced (n � 6; p � 0.01 with the paired
t test), whereas they were not statistically different in the MCL
(n � 6; p � 0.05 with the paired t test). From all experiments, LFP
oscillations recorded near the MCL were only slightly reduced (a
reduction of 40 � 18%), whereas those from the GCL were dra-
matically decreased (a reduction of 87 � 7%; Fig. 7F). Similar
data were observed from the cross-correlation between the two
signals (Fig. 7E), revealing that, after cutting, the two LFP signals
were not statistically different any more (Fig. 7G), whereas the
overall MCL unit firing rate remained constant (Fig. 7H). There-
fore, the reduction of oscillations in the MCL did not result from
a decrease in mitral/tufted cell discharges. Thus, LFP oscillations
recorded at the border of the MCL reflected the synchronization
of bulbar output neurons that came from the interplay between
mitral/tufted cells and granule cells without need of action po-
tentials back-propagating from granule cell somata.

Discussion
In this study, we characterized the OB neuronal network that
generates � LFP oscillations after brief stimulation of afferent
inputs. We examined how oscillatory activity occurs in popula-
tions of OB cells and described precisely the temporal relation-
ship that links the different partners. We found that oscillatory
LFP activity was generated by the inhibitory feedback loop pro-
vided by granule cells impinging onto mitral/tufted cells. We

demonstrated that GABAergic synaptic events received by the
output neurons were phase-locked with field oscillations, and
that their blocking suppressed the rhythmic activity. The absence
of any temporal correlation between spikes of granule cells and
LFP oscillations suggested that a back-propagation of action po-
tentials from their somata was not required for synchronizing
bulbar output neurons. We propose that the local dendroden-
dritic processing in the EPL might be sufficient to generate co-
herent activity in the OB.

Mechanisms for generating � synchronization in the
mammalian OB
Several modeling studies pointed to the importance of a rapid
inhibitory feedback loop in principal neurons for generating �
oscillations in the OB (Rall and Shepherd, 1968; Freeman, 1975;
Li and Hopfield, 1989; Bazhenov et al., 2001a,b; Davison et al.,
2003). In agreement with this, we found that blocking the
GABAergic synaptic transmission suppressed � rhythms but in-
creased spike discharges of mitral/tufted cells. In the OB, two
populations of GABAergic interneurons mediate inhibition. The
more numerous are granule cells that impinge on mitral/tufted
lateral dendrites via dendrodendritic synapses in the EPL. The
second population, more heterogeneous, is constituted by peri-
glomerular interneurons that contact mitral/tufted apical den-
drites also via dendrodendritic synapses (for review, see Shepherd
et al., 2004). Recent publications stressed the role of glomerular
processing in mitral/tufted cell synchronization responsible for
slower (2– 8 Hz) field oscillations (Carlson et al., 2000; Puopolo
and Belluzzi, 2001; Schoppa and Westbrook, 2001, 2002; Urban
and Sakmann, 2002). In contrast to the slow oscillations that do
not require granule cell participation, we found that local block-
ade of GABAA receptors in the EPL, but not in the GL, disrupted
LFP � oscillations. This is consistent with previous studies show-
ing that field oscillations and associated mitral/tufted cell syn-
chrony are governed by inhibitory activity. Among them are the
pharmacological manipulation of inhibition that impairs both
LFP oscillations and odor discrimination in honeybees (Stopfer
et al., 1997), the genetic manipulation of granule cell excitability
that enhances field oscillations and alters discrimination in ro-
dents (Nusser et al., 2001), and the tetanic stimulation of the
olfactory nerve that simultaneously enhances both LFP oscilla-
tions and inhibitory synaptic events received by mitral/tufted
cells (Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003). It is noteworthy that
recordings of LFP near the MCL might not reflect modifications
occurring in other layers. Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility
that periglomerular interneurons contribute to the synchronized
activity within the glomerular region.

We have previously found that the GABAergic synaptic trans-
mission and spontaneous subthreshold oscillations of the mem-
brane potential of mitral/tufted cells could interact to synchro-
nize mitral/tufted cell firing activity (Desmaisons et al., 1999).
The implication of intrinsic membrane properties in this syn-
chronization was to some extent confirmed by the fact that they
were precisely phase-locked with field oscillations. We propose
that GABAergic inputs can serve to phase lock subthreshold os-
cillations that provide a mechanism to integrate excitatory syn-
aptic inputs into action potentials, resulting in a widespread syn-
chronization of mitral/tufted cell action potentials during
olfactory responses.

It has been reported that inhibition received by granule cells
plays an important role in � field oscillations (Nusser et al., 2001).
In line with this, a recent study implicated gap junctions between

Figure 5. LFP oscillations require inhibition to appear. A, LFP recordings (left plot) and
corresponding mitral/tufted cells population PSTH (MC units PSTH; right plot) under different
pharmacological conditions. Note the disappearance of oscillations and the increase in mitral/
tufted cell discharge during bath application of SR95531 (SR). Bath application of NBQX and APV
completely blocks both oscillations and mitral/tufted cells discharge. STD, Standard conditions.
B, Average of five experiments showing the evolution of LFP oscillations over time. C, Average of
five experiments showing the evolution of mitral/tufted cells discharge over time. Note the
absence of variation of the baseline firing rate. The dashed line represents the mean induced
firing rate in control conditions.
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granule cells in the synchronization underlying � oscillations
(Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003), yet it is uncertain whether
this plays a major role in the oscillations observed here because
isolating granule cell spines from their somata did not impair
field oscillations. Supporting the notion that granule cell firing
might not be required for the induced oscillations is the recent
work showing that granule cells have very few action potentials
and adapt quickly after the first odor presentation (Cang and
Isaacson, 2003). Furthermore, anatomical data on electrical cou-
pling between granule cells are still controversial (Reyher et al.,
1991; Paternostro et al., 1995; Kosaka and Kosaka, 2003) and
functional evidence is still lacking. Our findings suggest that it
might be fruitful to reexamine particularly the role of action po-
tentials generated by granule cells with respect to � oscillations.

Nature of field � oscillations
Recently, a current source density analysis revealed that the gran-
ule cell dipoles provide large current flows during � oscillations
(Neville and Haberly, 2003). In line with this, we found that the
major part of the currents leading to LFP oscillations came from
the EPL, near the MCL, with an inversion below the MCL (Fig.
2B). However, granule cell spikes did not show strong phasing
with LFP oscillations, suggesting that extracellular currents,

rather, come from synaptic activity. This
is consistent with the fact that the inner
third of the EPL contains the greatest
density of dendrodendritic reciprocal
synapses (Reese, 1966).

The relative contributions of the differ-
ent electrical events recorded in mitral/
tufted cells (i.e., action potentials, sub-
threshold oscillations, and synaptic
currents) to LFP oscillations is difficult to
assess precisely. Membrane subthreshold
oscillations of mitral/tufted cells and in-
hibitory synaptic potentials corresponded
to troughs and peaks of LFP oscillations,
respectively (Fig. 4F,G). In contrast, mi-
tral/tufted cell action potentials preferen-
tially occurred during the descending
phase of the oscillation (Fig. 3E). These re-
sults indicate that spikes might have a
weaker contribution to LFP oscillations
than synaptic potentials and subthreshold
oscillations. Furthermore, we could not
exclude a dual participation of interneu-
rons and mitral/tufted cell spiking activity
in LFP signals. However, it seems that
granule cell synaptic activity, especially ex-
citatory events they receive from mitral/
tufted cells, represents an important com-
ponent of the electrical signals
constituting LFP (Neville and Haberly,
2003).

Bulbar inhibitory interneurons
endowed with unique properties
Mitral/tufted cells received IPSPs phased
with LFP oscillations, contrasting with a
very weak phasing of granule cell action
potentials. The fact that LFP and granule
cell spiking activity are poorly phased sup-
ports the recent finding showing that dif-

ferent epochs can be distinguished according to field oscillation
frequencies and cellular activities among the different OB layers
(Buonviso et al., 2003).

In our preparation, the paradox between the weak phasing of
granule cell spikes with LFP oscillations and the strong correla-
tion between IPSPs and field signals might be explained by the
fact that most of the IPSPs were not generated by granule cell
action potentials back-propagating from the soma. In agreement
with this, it has been previously shown that lateral inhibition
could occur without action potentials (Isaacson and Strowbridge,
1998). Moreover, a theoretical study demonstrated that granule
cell dendritic trees were functionally compartmentalized (Woolf
et al., 1991). This idea was recently supported by experimental
evidence showing that calcium transients could spread in limited
regions of the dendritic arborizations of hippocampal interneu-
rons (Goldberg et al., 2003). Thus, inhibition arising from gran-
ule cells could come either from parts of their dendritic trees,
mediating reciprocal as well as lateral inhibition, or from action
potentials generated in the soma that back-propagate to the en-
tire dendritic tree (Egger et al., 2003). Our cutting experiment
suggests that action potentials from granule cells were not re-
quired to generate and maintain LFP oscillations. Nevertheless,
the participation of intact remaining granule cells, the involve-

Figure 6. GC inhibition of mitral/tufted cells is a key element for generating LFP oscillations. A, Effects of local application of
SR95531 in the EPL. Left diagram, Experimental scheme. Middle plot, LFP recordings under different pharmacological conditions.
Right plot, PSTH of the mitral/tufted cell (MC) firing activity under the same conditions. Stim., Stimulus; Rec., recording; STD,
standard conditions. B, Effects of local application of SR95531 in the GL. Left diagram, Experimental scheme. Middle plot, LFP
recordings under different pharmacological conditions. Note the absence of changes in LFP oscillations during SR95531 applica-
tion. Right plot, PSTH of the mitral/tufted cells firing activity under the same conditions. C, Average of seven experiments showing
the evolution of LFP oscillations over time. Note the reduction of oscillations under SR95531 (SR) applications in the EPL and the
absence of effect after applications in the other layers. Kyn, Kynurenic acid. D, Average of seven experiments showing the
evolution of mitral/tufted cells discharge over time. Note the increase of the discharge after application in the EPL and the slight
increase after application in the GL without modification of the baseline line. The dashed line represents the mean induced firing
rate in control conditions.
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ment of spikes generated in granule cell
dendrites, or both could also explain our
results. This unsolved question remains to
be further addressed.

Inhibition provided by granule cells ex-
hibits a relatively slow time course (Jahr
and Nicoll, 1982; Wellis and Kauer, 1993;
Isaacson and Strowbridge, 1998; Schoppa
et al., 1998) that is incompatible with �
frequencies. However, most IPSPs re-
ceived by mitral/tufted cells, after olfactory
nerve stimulations, are phased with � field
oscillations. Taken together, granule cells
seem to be able to integrate inputs with
different scales over space as well as over
time. Fast integration could take place in
clustered regions of their dendritic trees,
whereas slower integration, leading in
some cases to the generation of action po-
tentials, might require the entire cell.
These two types of integration may serve
different functions. “Fast” inhibition is
certainly involved in � oscillations,
whereas “slow” inhibition might for in-
stance strengthen � or 	 oscillations or
both reported by others (Buonviso et al.,
2003; Cang and Isaacson, 2003; Margrie
and Schaefer, 2003).

� oscillations and olfactory
information processing
Odorants elicit a distributed map of acti-
vation confined to single or groups of glo-
meruli (Kauer and White, 2001). In addi-
tion, different compounds often activate nearby or overlapping
regions (Yang et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2000; Friedrich and Stopfer,
2001; Kauer and White, 2001; Rubin and Katz, 2001), yet odor-
ants are generally perceived as single objects, implicating a syn-
thetic treatment of this distributed information. This synthesis is
widely achieved by synchronizing activated areas into coherent
ensembles and is particularly supported by � oscillations (Varela
et al., 2001). In the olfactory system, phase locking of unitary
activities onto field potential oscillations might play a role in
temporal linking of activities for odor-specific neuronal assem-
blies, as demonstrated in the insect (Laurent and Davidowitz,
1994; Wehr and Laurent, 1996; Perez-Orive et al., 2002). Spatial
maps elicited by odorants could thus be converted into coherent
objects by synchronizing mitral/tufted cells activated in different
glomeruli. The synchrony of groups of neurons is also a means to
achieve coherent integration of information over time. In insects,
odorants evoke precise, reproducible temporal patterns of acti-
vation in projection neurons (Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994;
MacLeod and Laurent, 1996). The combination of such individ-
ual temporal patterns with the global rhythmic activity offers a
powerful means to integrate complex information brought by
olfactory stimuli.

Bulbar � activity can be modulated by different means. Oscil-
lations are sensitive to tetanization of excitatory afferents from
the olfactory receptor neurons (Friedman and Strowbridge,
2003), actions exerted by neuromodulatory systems (Gray et al.,
1986; Gervais et al., 1990), or feedback from the piriform and the
entorhinal cortices (Haberly and Price, 1978). This modulation
can take part in several processes such as memory [in insects

(Stopfer and Laurent, 1999) and in mammals (Ravel et al., 2003)]
and habituation (Gray and Skinner, 1988). In line with this, gran-
ule cells, among the key elements for generating LFP oscillations,
undergo a permanent renewal (Altman, 1969). Up to 80,000 new-
born cells populate the OB per day (Kaplan et al., 1985) (for
review, see Peterson, 2002). It would thus be of great interest to
evaluate the impact of this neuronal recruitment on odor infor-
mation processing and to understand how such processing re-
mains constant in a dynamic network.
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